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The Gladiator 
 
The Gladiator knows clashes are bloodsport— supposed to be entertaining and suspenseful, not just gory. 
 
Inherent—Built 
• Years of hard living and constant combat toughened you. Get 1 extra health box per Brawn bonus. 
 
Limitation—Thirst for Fame 
• Popularity is just as important as combat skill in an arena culture. Succeeding in the shadows is 

worthless. People must know. There must be glory. Sneaking around is one thing, anonymity another. 
 

Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 
1st   Entertainer 
2nd  Favored 
3rd   Champion 
4th   Dreadnaught 

Cloak, sack of food, assortment of 
sharp and protective items, wooden 
sword with arena name and 
character name carved in. 
 
Starting Coin: 1d10 gp, 1d12 sp 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Rhythm & Distance.  Constant Ability. Familiarity with all melee weaponry grants +3 arena bonus 

instead of +2 for all weapons but Ranged. 
 
• Make it Look Good. Constant ability. A successful hit renders the target -2 to attack and attribute 

rolls instead of doing damage. A point of penalty “heals” every 10 minutes. 
 
• Feint. Once per arena. Always roll simultaneously with other attackers in the arena. Activate this 

talent to trade rolls with one of them. 
 
• Show Off. Once per arena. Take a focus action strutting and flexing, and heal one wound box. Only 

works if three wound boxes are left uninjured, and if there is an appropriate audience. 
 
• Roll With It. Once per arena. The cost to reduce an incoming attack’s damage by 1 wound is halved 

to 1 AP. 
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. They said it was all fake in the arena, all rigged by the corrupt fixers. You must prove your skill. 
2. You were sold to the arena a slave, your family killed. You must someday return home to bury them. 
3. The arena lost its spice. Only death spices the boredom. Only mortal combat catches your interest. 
4. There is a down side to betting on yourself. An impressive debt leads to impressive collectors. 
5. They wasted your potential. The rewards, greasy coins and grudging respect. You can do better. 
6. A cultural reform shut down your handler and the arena owner, you’ve been “liberated.” Great. 
7. You found religion. The whispers of your new god say you’ve been prepared for…something else. 
8. So now they allow giant reptiles with armor and spikes in the arena. Time for a new line of work. 
9. The brutal man who trained you never let you see his face under the leather mask. Now you’re ready. 
10. You were inspired by what happened to the martyrs in the arena. You want that kind of meaning. 


